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Abstrat
Reliable preditions of the lifetime of oshore wind turbine strutures are inuened by the limited
knowledge onerning the inherent level of damping during downtime. Error measures and a au-
tomated proedure for ovariane driven Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) tehniques has been
proposed with a partiular fous on damping estimation of wind turbine towers. In the design of
oshore strutures the estimates of damping are ruial for tuning of the numerial model. The
errors of damping estimates are evaluated from simulated tower response of an aeroelasti model of
an 8MW oshore wind turbine. In order to obtain algorithmi independent answers, three iden-
tiation tehniques are ompared: Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA), ovariane driven
Stohasti Subspae Identiation (COV-SSI) and the Enhaned Frequeny Domain Deomposition
(EFDD). Disrepanies between automated identiation tehniques are disussed and illustrated
with respet to signal noise, measurement time, vibration amplitudes and stationarity of the ambient
response. The best bias-variane error trade-o of damping estimates is obtained by the COV-SSI.
The proposed automated proedure is validated by real vibration measurements of an oshore wind
turbine in non-operating onditions from a 24-hour monitoring period.
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1. Introdution
Fatigue damage aumulation during the lifetime of an oshore wind turbine generator is strongly
dependent on the damping during downtime. Interpretation and analysis of the monitoring data by
new real-time fault diagnosis and fault-tolerant ontrol tehniques an help the designer to improve
the system reliability [1℄ and minimize downtime aused by malfuntioning equipment. As the wind
farms are being developed at inreasing water depths the transportation time from harbor to site
inreases, and a redution of downtime hours is therefore not expeted.
Cost eetive and reliable strutural designs of wind turbines are strongly dependent on the
auray of the employed damping model. However, the system-damping matrix is often based
on naive assumptions of energy dissipation phenomena. Therefore, reliable damping estimates are
ruial for tuning or improving the mathematial representation of damping. In order to ahieve
ost eetive and reliable strutural designs an aurate and preise proedure for estimation of the
damping is a neessity. In this paper, the reliability is sought by ahieving estimates of visous
damping independent of the hosen OMA algorithm.
The vibration amplitude is governed by the amount of inherent damping present in the strutures.
The main soures of damping are assoiated with the struture, the aerodynami and hydrodynami
interation and the deformation of the soil by the foundation, and in some ases additional damping
is provided by an external damper. Two onditions may in partiular be limiting fators in the de-
sign of oshore wind turbine foundations, due to low levels of damping. The rst ondition is due to
misaligned wind and wave loading on the struture, whih ause low damping assoiated with side-
side vibrations, while in operating onditions [2℄. The seond ondition ours during non-operating
onditions, in whih the total damping will be entirely governed by the small amount of strutural
and foundation damping, while the otherwise signiant ontribution from aerodynami interation
is negligible. The damping in the fore-aft diretion is partiularly ritial, as the blades are pithed
out. Aurate estimation of the inherent damping is therefore an important design parameter for
the next generation of oshore wind turbine strutures.
Damping has traditionally been estimated from the free deay response obtained from rotor stop
tests, whih is sensitive to the environmental onditions [3℄. OMA enables modal identiation based
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on ambient vibrations. In the last deade, OMA has drawn attention in onnetion with oshore
wind turbines [5-10℄, despite the restritive assumptions whih these algorithms have to omply
with, i.e. white noise input and linear time-invariant system. During non-operating onditions of
wind turbines the vibration levels are relatively low and the assumption of a linear time-invariant
system is aeptable. On the other hand, if more omplex and nonlinear behavior is observed, data
data-driven approahes are preferable to estimate the underlying system model [10℄. Within the
OMA framework, damping estimates often exhibit high variability ausing skeptiism onerning
the physial interpretation of the results [11℄. The diulties enountered when trying to estimate
damping from ambient vibrations of wind turbines has been disussed in [12℄. Firstly, the suessful
estimation of damping depends on how realisti the underlying mathematial model of the estima-
tion tehnique is. Additionally the employed proedure for automated identiation also has an
inuene on the quality of the estimation of modal parameters. Several identiation tehniques
have been ompared, evaluated and automated for the estimation of mode shapes and frequenies,
see for instane [14-20℄. However there is a lak of benhmark tehniques onerning the estimation
of damping in oshore wind turbines, and evaluation of soures of errors related to the existing
tehniques whih inuene the quality of the estimates.
In the present paper an automated identiation proedure is proposed, together with evaluation
measures whih indiate the type of error in the estimates of damping. To ensure algorithm inde-
pendent answers three existing tehniques are automated and evaluated: the ERA, the COV-SSI
and the EFDD. The automated identiation proedure proposed for tehniques in the time domain
determines the number of time lags to inlude in the estimation and the model order.
The variations in the estimates of damping obtained by the automated proedure are initially
presented through two numerial ase studies and nally applied to measured ambient vibrations
of an oshore wind turbine. The rst numerial study is a Monte Carlo simulation of the random
response of a representative two degree-of-freedom (2DOF) system. Preliminary disrepanies in the
estimates of damping are found to originate from the hoie of tehnique and pre-proessing of the
response. Subsequently, the damping estimates obtained by the automated proedure are assessed
for simulated oshore wind turbine tower vibrations, where the utuations in the tower response
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measurements are deliberately ontaminated by signal noise. The automated proedure of damping
estimation is nally demonstrated for a real oshore wind turbine in non-operating onditions from
a 24-hour monitoring period. From the tower top vibrations the automated proedure is able to
identify the low levels of the damping in the fore-aft mode ompared to the side-side mode in non-
operating onditions. An extensive disussion onerning the low damping levels and improvements
of the estimation tehniques is provided.
2. Damping estimation from ambient vibrations
The time domain methods, ERA and COV-SSI, have been impremented following their original
formulation [20, 21℄. An extensive review of OMA is provided in [22℄. The ERA is an extension to
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems of the Ibrahim Time Domain (ITD) identiation
[23, 24℄. The data driven SSI has been shown to have properties similar to those of the COV-SSI [25℄
and the data driven SSI is therefore not onsidered in the present analysis. The objetive of both
time domain tehniques is to estimate a disrete-time system matrix. The eigenvalue deomposition
of the system matrix is interpreted as a set of disrete omplex system poles. The ontinuous time
poles are then determined as,
λ =
ln(µ)
∆t
(1)
where µ is the disrete time pole, and ∆t is the time inrement. The ontinuous poles an be related
to the natural frequeny and the damping of a mode of the system,
λ = −ωζ ± iωD (2)
where i is the imaginary unit, ωD = ω
√
1− ζ2 is the damped natural angular frequeny, ω is the
undamped natural angular frequeny and ζ is the modal damping ratio. Hene, the total damping
ontribution is estimated by the proposed tehniques. The natural frequeny is thus obtained as
f = ω/2pi. The eigenvetors of the disrete system matrix are interpreted as the mode shapes, whih
are transformed to the physial oordinates by the observation matrix.
The only frequeny domain tehnique onsidered in the present study is the EFDD [26℄, whih is
an adaption of the Complex Mode Indiator Funtion (CMIF) [27℄. All the three hosen identiation
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algorithms rely on the evaluation of the estimated orrelation matrix. Suh pre-proessing will
inevitably introdues estimation errors that propagate through the identiation proedure, and in
partiular aet the resulting damping estimates.
2.1. Measures of performane for evaluation of estimation errors
To assess the quality of an estimate, three performane measures have been proposed. An
approximation of a quantity will in the following be referred to as an estimate, while a parameter
estimator will be identied by its given name, as for example ERA. Consider θˆ as an estimate of
θ, based on N samples of a random proess. The quality of the estimate or estimator is validated
in terms of the bias (B), the variane (V ) and the mean squared error (MSE) of the realization.
These are dened as,
B
(
θˆ, θ
)
= E
[
θˆ
]
− θ
V
(
θˆ
)
= E
[(
θˆ − E
[
θˆ
])2]
MSE
(
θˆ, θ
)
= E
[(
θˆ − θ
)2]
= B
(
θˆ, θ
)2
+ V
(
θˆ
)
(3)
where E[·] is the expetation operator. The variane and mean squared error are unfortunately
assoiated with large weighting outliers due to the squaring of eah term.
2.2. Pre-proessing in the time domain
Bias and variane in the damping estimates using orrelation driven OMA tehniques have been
attributed to the inlusion of the tail regions in the orrelation funtion estimates [14℄. This issue is
addressed in the following. Variability on the hoie of orrelation funtion estimate has been found
in literature [22, 28℄. Therefore, two types of orrelation funtion estimates have been onsidered:
an unbiased and a biased estimate. The general expression of the orrelation funtion for ergodi
wide-sense stationary proesses X(t) and Y (t) is
Rxy(τ) = E[X(t)Y (t+ τ)] = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
t=0
x(t)y(t+ τ)dt (4)
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for 0 ≤ τ < T , where τ is the time separation and T is the total period of the realizations x(t) and
y(t). For zero mean Gaussian proesses the ovariane funtion will be equivalent to the orrelation
funtion, and the latter is therefore used in the following.
Two trunations of (4) are widely used to approximate the orrelation funtion for nite real-
izations. These are referred to as the unbiased and biased estimate of the orrelation funtion and
are in the following distinguished by
ˆ( ) and ¯( ), respetively. The unbiased orrelation funtion
estimate for positive time lags is given by
Rˆxy(m) =
1
N −m
N−1−m∑
n=0
x(n)y(n+m) (5)
for n = m = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, where x(n) and y(n) are the disrete representation of the realizations
x(t) and y(t) at time inrement n, respetively. The disrete representation in (5) is related to
the ontinuous representation by t = n∆t, τ = m∆t and T = (N − 1)∆t. The bias and variane
of an estimator an be omputed by the relations in (3), whih have been derived in [29℄ for the
orrelation funtion estimators. Evaluating the bias for (5) gives B(Rˆxy(m)) = 0, hene the name
unbiased orrelation funtion estimator. The variane of (5) an be approximated as
V
(
Rˆxy(m)
)
≈
N
(N −m)2
∞∑
n=−∞
[Rxx(n)Ryy(n) +Rxy(n−m)Ryx(n+m)] (6)
where Rxx and Ryy are the auto-orrelations of the proesses x and y, while Rxy and Ryx are the
orresponding ross-orrelations. When m → N , the variane of the unbiased orrelation funtion
estimate will inrease, and the so alled tail regions will be erroneous. An alternative trunation of
(4) an therefore be expressed as
R¯xy(m) =
1
N
N−1−m∑
n=0
x(n)y(n+m) (7)
The bias of this estimator is
B
(
R¯xy(n)
)
= −
m
N
Rxy(m) (8)
and thus (7) is denoted as the biased estimator of the orrelation funtion. However, the bias is seen
to vanish as N →∞, and therefore (7) is asymptotially unbiased. Furthermore, the variane of (7)
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an be approximated by
V
(
R¯xy(m)
)
≈
1
N
∞∑
n=−∞
[Rxx(n)Ryy(n) +Rxy(n−m)Ryx(n+m)] (9)
from whih it is evident that the variane of (7) onverges to zero when N → ∞. This property
is also valid for the estimator in (5), hene the biased and unbiased orrelation funtion estimator
are both onsistent. The best hoie of orrelation funtion estimator is determined by a trade-o
between bias and variane error, also known as the bias-variane dilemma [29℄. The inuene of
the hoie of orrelation funtion estimator with respet to the damping estimation is disussed in
Setion 3.
2.3. Pre-proessing in the frequeny domain
Estimation errors are present in the spetral density estimate of a stohasti response due to
nite response measurements and the frequeny resolution. The bias error in the estimation of the
spetral density using a Hanning window was studied in detail in [30, 31℄. For the estimation of
damping it is important to have a suiently high frequeny resolution relative to the bandwidth
ratio. This an be expressed as
∆f =
1
N∆t
, Br ≈ 2ζf (10)
where ∆f is the sampling frequeny and Br is the half-power bandwidth for light damping at the
resonane frequeny. The ratio Br/∆f therefore ontrols the bias error, suh that less bias error is
introdued by a larger ratio. The bias error may result in erroneous damping estimates, whih was
studied in [32, 33℄ and will not be further addressed in the present paper.
2.4. Automated identiation
Eetive automated estimation of damping an provide substantial information to tune damping
models for the design of oshore wind turbines. Automated identiation in the frequeny domain is
implemented aording to [34℄, and will not be further disussed. The automate proedure presented
in this paper is suitable for orrelation driven OMA tehniques, fousing on natural frequeny
and damping estimation. The proedure an be extended to inlude automated identiation of
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mode shapes by onsidering the Modal Assurane Criterion (MAC) [35℄. In this study, the fous is
mainly on reliable automated estimation of natural frequeny and damping, and the MAC value will
therefore not be further disussed. The proedure onsists of three main steps ategorized as: the
preliminary sorting of poles, the stabilization of poles and evaluation of the residual sum of squares.
The two rst steps are ommon pratie in OMA [18, 19℄, and these two are therefore only briey
desribed.
2.4.1. Preliminary sorting of poles.
The rst step in the automated proedure onerns the removal of the unwanted ontinuous
omplex poles λ obtained for the n-order realization of the dynami matrix. The initial removal
proedure is based on the following two basi riteria,
ζ ≤ 0 , ωD = 0 (11)
where the rst riterion removes poles with a positive real part, assoiated with negative damping,
while the seond riterion removes non-osillatory poles that do not appear in omplex onjugate
pairs.
2.4.2. Stabilization of poles.
The stabilization riteria typially identify a luster of stabilized poles for spei thresholds of
the relative dierene in the natural angular frequeny ω, or damping ζ estimated at model order j
relative to model order h by the expressions
dωh,j =
|ωh − ωj|
max (ωh, ωj)
, dζh,j =
|ζh − ζj |
max (ζh, ζj)
(12)
A luster of stabilized poles is identied by the dierenes dωh,h+1 and dζh,h+1 between two adjaent
model orders h and j = h+ 1 for a predened threshold value of dωh,j and dζh,j . Subsequently, the
angular frequeny and damping ratio are evaluated from the omplex poles in eah of the identied
lusters based on the automated proedure desribed in the following.
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2.4.3. Automated evaluation by the residual sum of squares.
The nal step of the automated proedure is the seletion of the number of time lags and model
order. The proedure is based on the reonstrution of the auto-orrelation funtion from the luster
of omplex poles. The reonstrution of the auto-orrelation funtion is now presented, while the
proedure for obtaining the optimal hoie of lags and model order is desribed subsequently. The
auto-orrelation funtion of an underdamped SDOF system exited by white noise orresponds to
[36℄
Rxx(τ) =
piωS0
2k2ζ
(
cos(ωDτ) +
ζ√
1− ζ2
sin(ωDτ)
)
exp(−ωζτ) , τ > 0 (13)
where k is the strutural stiness and S0 is the onstant power spetral density of the white noise
exitation. The envelope of the auto-orrelation funtion in (13) is
zRxx(τ) = A exp(−ω ζ τ) (14)
with initial magnitude A = piωS0/(2k
2ζ). Thus, the auto-orrelation funtion of an SDOF system
exited by white noise, is equivalent to the impulse response funtion of a lightly damped SDOF
system. This is the fundamental assumption of the proposed automated proedure.
The estimated frequeny and damping in the luster of stabilized omplex poles obtained by (12)
an be evaluated by the t of the envelope of the impulse response funtion in (14) with the envelope
of the estimated auto-orrelation funtion in (5) or (7) obtained by the random vibration signals.
The optimal estimate of the frequeny and damping in the luster of stabilized poles is found by
minimizing the residual sum of squares for a unit magnitude (A = 1),
RSS =
∑
m
(
zRxx(m)− zRˆxx(m)
)2
(15)
where z
Rˆxx
(m) is the envelope of the estimated auto-orrelation funtion determined by either (5)
or (7).
The expression of the residual sum of squares in (15) does not ontain the model order expliitly.
Eah omplex pole is a funtion of the model order, and the pole forms the produt ζω through the
relation in (2). A luster of poles is formed for eah time separation τ = m∆t, where T subsequently
determines the size of the blok-Hankel and blok-Toeplitz matries. This implies that the residual
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sum of squares given in (15) must be omputed for lusters of poles for eah time separation m. The
optimal estimate of modal parameters is the one whih yields the minimum residual sum of squares.
3. Automated damping estimation in 2DOF system
The damping estimates are onstant for a visously damped 2DOF spring-mass systems, and
the model errors are of negligible magnitude [37℄. Therefore Monte Carlo simulations have been
performed to emphasize the variations introdued by nite realizations of a stohasti proess for a
system with representative properties. The dynami response has been simulated for the visously
damped 2DOF spring-mass system shown in Figure 1, with natural frequenies f1 = 0.2286Hz and
f2 = 1.2031Hz and orresponding modal damping ratios ζ1 = 0.0127 and ζ2 = 0.0308 for the two
modes. These properties are representative of the o-shore wind turbine onsidered in Setion 4
and Setion 5. The system has been exited by a white noise proess, obtained from a normal
distribution of pseudo random numbers generated in Matlab. The aeleration time histories for
both struture masses have been obtained by the Newmark time integration sheme with β = 1
4
and
γ = 1
2
. The length of eah stohasti time history is 4 hours with a time inrement of ∆t = 0.1 s.
The simulation length is therefore equivalent to 3300 vibration periods of the rst vibration mode.
The omputation of the unbiased and biased orrelation funtions has been performed for posi-
tive time lags, and based on the aeleration reords without any normalization. The normalization
required to obtain the unbiased and biased estimate has been performed by the expressions in (5)
and (7), suh that both estimates are omparable beause they originate from the same underlying
proess. The estimated Power Spetral Density (PSD) has been omputed using Welh's method
of spetral estimation, applying a Hanning window for the averaging with an overlap of 50%. The
estimation is based on 218 sampling points, whereby the bandwidth to frequeny resolution ratio
beomes greater than 11.5, satisfying the riterion for a bias error in the PSD of less than 1% [30℄.
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F1(t)
F2(t)
Figure 1: Visously damped 2DOF spring-mass system.
The pre-proessed signal has been used as input to the three identiation tehniques, namely
ERA, COV-SSI and EFDD. Two lusters of stabilized poles have been found by the stabilization
riteria in (12) set to 0.5% for both the relative dierene in frequeny and damping. The rst ten
periods of the respetive auto-orrelation funtion of the mode of interest has been used to evaluate
the minimum residual sum of squares in (15), thereby determining the model order and the size of
the blok-Hankel and blok-Toeplitz matrix for the estimation tehniques in the time domain. A
model order of four has onsistently been determined, whih is as expeted for a 2DOF system. The
number of time lags whih resulted in the minimum residual sum of squares utuated around 500
for the rst mode, orresponding to 11 vibration periods. The auto-orrelation funtion, for the
unoupled modes, obtained by the EFDD has been used to estimate the damping ratio using the
log derement proedure, where the rst ten periods were onsidered. The identiation proedure
has been repeated 100 times, and the statistial properties are the basis for the evaluation of the
estimates of the damping.
The distributions of the estimated damping of the rst mode are shown in Figure 2. A distint
dierene is observed between the estimates obtained by the time domain tehniques, ERA and
COV-SSI, and those obtained by EFDD. The right tail of the distribution obtained by the EFDD
is in partiular notieable, indiating that this tehnique leads to a positively skewed distribution
of the damping estimates. The distributions for the damping estimates of the seond mode, shows
similar tendenies and are therefore not presented.
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Figure 2: Estimate of the damping of the rst mode of a 2DOF system obtained by EFDD (grey bullet), and from
from unbiased orrelation funtion estimates by COV-SSI (blue bullet), and ERA (blak triangle).
Table 1 shows that the EFDD yields positive bias for damping, and the greatest variane and
mean squared error in omparison to the ERA and COV-SSI. The variane and mean squared error
of the ERA and COV-SSI exhibit minor dierenes. The bias is negative, whih shows that the
damping is underestimated by the time domain tehniques, with a larger bias for the ERA than the
COV-SSI method. The overall performane of the identiation indiates that the COV-SSI seems
to be the most eetive tehnique in estimating the damping.
The dierenes between the various tehniques in estimating damping for post-proessing by the
biased orrelation funtion in omparison to the unbiased orrelation funtion are minor. Therefore
the distribution of the estimates by the biased orrelation funtion is not presented, however the
bias, variane and mean squared error are given in Table 1. The mean squared error is smallest
for post-proessing by the unbiased orrelation funtion. The errors in the estimate of the natural
frequenies are given in Table 1, whih shows that the variane and subsequently the mean squared
error are three orders of magnitude smaller than those for the damping estimates.
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Table 1: The bias, variane and mean squared error of the damping and frequeny of the rst mode of the 2DOF
system. The unbiased, biased orrelation funtion and power spetral density are the pre-proessing variations for
identiation tehniques, ERA, SSI and EFDD.
Unbiased orrelation Biased orrelation PSD
ERA SSI ERA SSI EFDD
B
(
ζˆ/ζ
)
· 10−3 −17.824 −6.113 −21.685 −13.017 3.335
V
(
ζˆ/ζ
)
· 10−3 3.237 3.617 3.282 4.144 6.898
MSE
(
ζˆ/ζ
)
· 10−3 3.555 3.654 3.753 4.314 6.909
B
(
fˆ/f
)
· 10−3 −1.834 −2.411 −1.893 −2.300 −2.245
V
(
fˆ /f
)
· 10−6 0.432 5.523 0.264 2.077 14.809
MSE
(
fˆ/f
)
· 10−6 3.798 11.334 3.848 7.383 19.848
4. Aeroelasti simulations of oshore wind turbine tower vibrations
Numerial preditions of the dynami response of an 8 MW oshore wind turbine have been
omputed using the aeroelasti simulation tool, FLEX5 [38℄. The dynami response has been used
as input for the damping estimation proedure. FLEX5 provides the modal parameters of the model
wind turbine, where the damping ratio is obtained by tuning the Rayleigh proportional damping
model, whih enables a validation of the method proposed for damping estimation. The simulations
inluded aerodynami and hydrodynami loading representing a senario experiened by oshore
wind turbines in non-operating onditions. The aerodynami loading is modelled by the unsteady
blade element momentum (BEM) theory [39℄. The wind loading is simulated using a Kaimal spe-
trum, where the mean wind speed ating on the struture is 2m/s, and the blades of the wind
turbine are pithed out. It is also assumed in this analysis that the ontribution from the aerody-
nami damping is small, and hene negligible.
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Figure 3: Sketh of an oshore wind turbine on monopile foundation.
The wind turbine is exited by waves heading from 24 dierent diretions based on 2D spetral
hindast data for 100 sea states. It should be emphasized that for most sea states, the wave energy
is onentrated around one or a few of these diretions. A total of 100 reords are retrieved. The
unidiretional wave kinematis have been projeted to the side-side and fore-aft diretion of the wind
turbine and the total in-line hydrodynami loading experiened by the struture is found byMorison's
equation. This yields an estimate of the drag, hydrodynami mass and Froude-Krylov fore. The
MCamy-Fuhs orretion was applied, aounting for diration eets. Wheeler strething has
been implemented to extend linear Airy wave theory to provide preditions of the wave kinematis
above the mean water level.
The strutural model of the wind turbine utilized the priniple of virtual work to determine the
mass, stiness and damping matrix. The dynami harater of the system has been represented
by a redued model onsisting of two unoupled modes in the side-side and fore-aft diretion. The
natural frequeny of the rst fore-aft mode was f1 =0.234Hz with a damping ratio of ζ1 =0.0127.
The equation of motion has been solved by numerial time integration using a fourth order Runge-
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Kutta sheme with a time inrement of ∆t =0.1 s, whereby the linear elasti response of the system
for 100 sea states has been obtained. The duration of the simulation is 4 hours, orresponding to
3370 periods of the fundamental fore-aft mode.
4.1. Damping estimates of the fundamental fore-aft and side-side mode
Results from the aeroelasti simulations of the tower vibrations have been used as input for the
automated ERA, COV-SSI, and EFDD identiation tehniques. Only the dynami response in
the fore-aft and side-side diretion at the tower top have been used for the identiation. Figure
3 shows a wind turbine, where the fore-aft motion of the turbine is indiated by the x-diretion
and the side-side motion is indiated by the y-diretion. In pratie, the naelle is equipped with
aelerometers, whih make tower top vibration measurements readily available. It is therefore of
interest to show the potential of only using these measurements for the estimation of damping. The
pre-proessing of the aeleration time history has been performed as desribed in the previous se-
tion. The identiation was automated by the proposed proedure, where the stabilization riteria,
the determination of model order and number of bloks in the Hankel and Topelitz matrix were
idential to the identiation of the 2DOF system desribed previously in Setion 3.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the estimated damping of the fundamental fore-aft mode ob-
tained by COV-SSI, ERA, and EFDD. The bias, variane and mean squared error of the natural
frequeny and damping estimates of the fundamental fore-aft mode are further given in Table 2. The
probability distribution and errors are obtained by the theoretial damping value ζ given as input
to the simulation and the estimated value ζˆ. The distribution of the estimated natural frequeny
and damping ratio of the fundamental side-side mode follows a similar trend, and is therefore not
illustrated herein. Additionally the unbiased orrelation funtion estimates lead to a derease of bias
error on the damping estimate, and the least mean squared error. The distribution of the estimates
of the biased orrelation funtion are not presented beause the deviations from the unbiased or-
relation funtion are small. The best estimates are obtained by the unbiased orrelation funtion
estimator and the COV-SSI identiation proedure.
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Figure 4: Estimate of the damping of the fundamental fore-aft mode of the wind turbine tower by EFDD (grey bullet),
and from from unbiased orrelation funtion estimates by COV-SSI (blue bullet), and ERA (blak triangle).
It is notieable from Table 1 and Table 2 that the estimation errors for damping and frequeny
inrease for the wind turbine tower vibrations, ompared to the identiation of the equivalent
2DOF system. This inrease may our beause the wind turbine tower vibrations are generated by
a narrow band proess. Another distintion is the positive bias error for the damping estimated by
the time domain tehniques, where the EFDD learly has a larger bias on the damping estimates.
The latter has been investigated and it was observed that the unoupling of the modes, obtained
by the singular value deomposition in the EFDD proedure, is hallenging for modes with losely
spaed frequenies, as in the ase of the axi-symmetri wind turbine tower shown in Figure 3. It
has been reognized that the auto-orrelation funtion obtained in the EFDD, by transforming the
singular values to the time domain, for some vibration reords exhibit beating. The inrease of bias
error indiates that simulation models slightly overestimate the damping at ertain wind speeds.
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Table 2: The bias, variane and mean squared error of the damping and frequeny of the rst mode of the fundamental
fore-aft mode of the wind turbine tower. The unbiased, biased orrelation funtion estimates and power spetral
density are the pre-proessing variation for identiation tehniques, ERA, SSI and EFDD.
Unbiased orrelation Biased orrelation PSD
ERA SSI ERA SSI EFDD
B
(
ζˆ/ζ
)
· 10−3 46.062 39.832 50.141 41.003 75.010
V
(
ζˆ/ζ
)
· 10−3 14.255 10.027 14.223 10.666 23.371
MSE
(
ζˆ/ζ
)
· 10−3 16.377 11.613 16.740 12.347 28.998
B
(
fˆ/f
)
· 10−3 −18.603 −18.500 −1.893 −18.023 −16.160
V
(
fˆ /f
)
· 10−6 8.052 1.210 7.946 1.162 29.266
MSE
(
fˆ/f
)
· 10−6 354.118 354.355 354.694 336.437 290.419
Although the dierenes between the various tehniques are seemingly minor, the variations
speially in the damping estimates are still important for the design of oshore wind turbines.
With respet to appliations in the oshore wind turbine industry, the dierenes between the
tehniques are ruial in ompetitive, ost eetive and reliable designs, as the experimental ndings
have an important role for the development, validation and updating of numerial models. The
COV-SSI method an be regarded as the method of hoie for estimating damping of oshore
wind turbines, based on the mean squared error in Table 2. This nding is in agreement with
the benhmark tehnique for output-only estimation of frequeny and mode shapes for linear time-
invariant systems [14-17,24℄. Suggestions for further improvements of the estimates of damping by
ovariane driven OMA tehniques are disussed at the end of this setion.
4.2. Assessment of robustness of damping estimates
The estimation of modal parameters may be dependent on the quality of monitored signals and
operational onditions, apart from the pre-proessing and estimation tehnique. The operational
onditions are regarded negligible for the numerial simulations of the tower vibrations. The quality
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of the damping estimate may deteriorate due to signal noise, too short reord periods, exitation
level of modes of interest, and the stationarity of the response. The eet on the damping estimates
of these four fators has been investigated by the COV-SSI tehnique, whih has been found as the
best andidate for the estimation of damping for oshore wind turbines.
4.2.1. Case 1: Eet of signal noise
The aeleration reords are in pratie often ontaminated by signal noise, that an inrease the
variane error of modal parameter estimates. The damping is highly sensitive to the quality of the
estimated orrelation funtion, whih may be distorted by signal noise. Various noise models exist in
literature. Herein the noise is band limited and modeled as Gaussian noise, hene additive zero-mean
and white. The addition of white noise has been saled to the amplitude of the aeleration reords,
where the amount of signal noise is adjusted by the root-mean-square of the amplitude, and will be
referred to as the noise level in perentage. Low noise levels indiate that a small amount of signal
noise is added to the vibration reord, and high levels indiates that the signal is noise dominant.
The estimates of damping for the fore-aft mode of the wind turbine tower are presented in Figure
5(a), for variations of noise level from 0-80%. For low noise levels, the estimates are stable, and
unstable for higher levels. A small amount of signal noise inrease the randomness of the vibration
reord, whih essentially auses a drop in the variane of the damping estimates, in omparison to
identiation through a noiseless vibration reord.
4.2.2. Case 2: Eet of measurement duration
A shortening of the duration of the vibration reords yield an inrease in the bias and variane
error for the orrelation funtion estimates. Figure 5(b) shows the estimates of damping of the
fundamental fore-aft mode for various durations of the vibration reord. The derease in the variane
error from a 30 min reord to 240 min reord is linear, hene for longer reords the estimates of
damping improves. The bias error is utuating around a mean value, indiating that an inrease
in the vibration reord length may not improve the bias error of the damping estimate.
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4.2.3. Case 3: Eet of vibration amplitude
The root-mean-square of the aeleration time history has been onsidered as an expression
for the vibration amplitude. The numerial simulations are representing linear elasti response, and
therefore the vibration amplitude does not have an eet on the estimate of damping, see Figure 6(a).
Furthermore, the automated proedure is independent of the vibration amplitude. For strutures
with high amplitude vibrations, the damping ratio may be dependent on the vibration amplitude.
However, using an identiation proedure driven by the orrelation funtion may not reveal this
eet.
4.2.4. Case 4: Eet of the stationarity of the response
The assumption of a stationary response in OMA is expeted to hange over longer periods of
time due to operational eets, i.e. the response may beome non-stationary due to abrupt hanges.
Reent developments in time series analysis may overome them, however it is unommon to remove
suh eet and it is not known how the presene of a non-stationary response may aet the damping
estimates.
The skewness of the vibration reords is shown in Figure 6(b). The mean values of the skewness
are −2.43 · 10−4 and −7.32 · 10−4 in the fore-aft and side-side diretion respetively, indiating a
minor negative skewness. The dispersion of the estimates of damping around the shoulders of the
distribution (µ ± σ) have been measured by the kurtosis of the vibration reords. For a normal
distribution a kurtosis of 3 is expeted. Figure 6() shows the kurtosis of the wind turbine tower
vibration. The mean values of the kurtosis are 3.10 and 3.09 for the fore-aft and side-side diretion,
respetively. The exess kurtosis is positive, whih indiates heavier tails and peakedness relative
to the normal distribution. The range of values of kurtosis and skewness overed by the fore-aft
motion is larger, due to the rotor being aligned with the wind diretion in the simulations. The
automated proedure proposed for identiation is not sensitive to small hanges of the stationarity
of the vibration reords, as no lear trends in the damping estimates with the kurtosis and skewness
an be observed from the wind turbine tower vibrations in standstill.
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Figure 5: Estimates of the damping of the fore-aft mode (grey), mean of the estimates (blak) and varian e of the
estimates (dotted blak) for, (a) variations of noise level and (b) measurement time.
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Figure 6: Estimates of damping of the fundamental fore-aft mode (grey) and side-side mode (blak) for variations of
(a) root-mean-square, (b) skewness and () kurtosis of the aeleration time history.
4.2.5. Disussion on improvements of the estimation tehnique
Any estimated strutural model is only aurate to a ertain level, beause the omplex behavior
of real systems is not adequately represented by the assumed model. It has been highlighted that
the errors have two soures, whih are the bias and the variane. This study suggests that redued
bias of the estimates of damping for ambient vibrations of oshore strutures an be obtained by
developing tehniques suitable for extrating vibrations whih are aused by white noise exitation,
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rather than a narrow banded exitation soure.
Bias error may also be redued by allowing inreased exibility of the model order to obtain
a orret desription of the system. Redued bias error an however be at the ost of inreased
variane error. Therefore there is a need for tuning of the bias-variane trade-o. Tuning an be
preformed by minimization of the mean square error. The trade-o may be governed by the model
order, whih in this study has been restrited by the the stabilization riteria.
In this ontext it is important to highlight that an error t, also known as overtting, may be
introdued. Overtting an be aused by i.e. allowing a high model order. The model order seletion
rules with respet to estimation of damping may have onvexity issues and an therefore lead to
multiple optimal model orders. Evolutionary minimization algorithms an be applied, but may not
show suess. Therefore it is suggested that regularization tehniques should be onsidered in order
to avoid overtting and eventually further improve tuning of bias-variane trade-o for estimation
of damping.
5. Vibration monitoring of oshore wind turbine tower during standstill
The COV-SSI method has been identied as the most eetive damping estimation tehnique.
This method has therefore been used for the estimation of modal parameters based on vibration
reords from an atual 8MW oshore wind turbine in non-operating onditions. It is the aim of this
setion to demonstrate the eetiveness of the proposed automated OMA tehnique for estimation
of damping from the tower top aelerations. The vibration reords onsist of 12 aeleration time
histories of 2 hours duration. During standstill the blades were pithed out. Measured 10 min mean
wind speed at the naelle was utuating between 7.5m/s and 12m/s. A triaxial aelerometer was
mounted on the tower, 7m below the enter of gravity (CoG) of the naelle, indiated as seond
level in Figure 7. Vibrations were also monitored at the rst level, see Figure 7, but will not be
utilized in the present analysis. The wave onditions were not monitored.
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Figure 7: Sketh of the front view of an oshore wind turbine indiating the aelorometer loations at level 1 and 2,
the enter of gravity (CoG) and mean sea level (MSL).
An aeleration time history is shown in Figure 8(a), whih shows that the amplitude in the
fore-aft diretion is greater than in the side-side diretion for that reord. The aeleration level is
however dependent on the wave height and the main wave diretion. The aelerations were reorded
with a sampling frequeny of 10Hz, orresponding to ∆t =0.1 s as in the previous numerial ase
study. The PSD of the aeleration reords, shown in Figure 8(b), onrms that the side-side
diretion is less exited than the fore-aft diretion. The fundamental mode at approximately 0.23
Hz is mostly exited as indiated by the gure.
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Figure 8: Example of the (a) aeleration time history and (b) power spetral density of the fore-aft motion (blak)
and side-side motion (grey) of the wind turbine tower at stadstill. () The maxima of the envelope of the auto-
orrelation funtion (blak) tted to the envelope of the impulse response funtion of the estimated parameters (grey)
by COV-SSI.
5.1. Damping estimates of the fundamental fore-aft and side-side mode from monitoring data
The automated COV-SSI proedure has been used to estimate the damping ratio of the fun-
damental fore-aft and side-side mode during a 24 hour monitoring period. No ltering has been
applied to the aeleration reords and the mean value has been subtrated from the aeleration to
adjust for the assumption of a zero mean proess. The pre-proessing has been performed for the
unbiased orrelation funtion, whih has been found to result in a least bias error on the damping
estimate. The stabilization of poles is shown in Figure 9 for a suitable range of model orders. As in
the previous setions the riterion in (12) has been set to 0.5% for stabilization in both frequeny
and damping. Figure 8(b) shows that pairs of distint poles appear approximately at 0.23Hz, 1.2Hz
and 2.2Hz. The automated system identiation proedure determines the lowest model order, at
whih the poles are stabilized in frequeny and damping. The number of lags inluded in the estima-
tion proedure has been varied and for the onsidered aeleration reords the number of time lags
utuated around 150, orresponding to 3.5 periods of the fundamental fore-aft mode. The number
of periods determined by the automated proedure from the monitoring data is lower than what
was determined for the identiation of the wind turbine tower from numerial simulations. The nu-
merial simulations, disussed in the previous setion, are ideal realizations of a stohasti response
of a wind turbine tower in standstill. The t of the auto-orrelation with free deay omputed by
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the identied parameters is illustrated in Figure 8(). The resulting estimates of damping and the
natural frequeny of the fundamental side-side and fore-aft mode are shown in Figure 10(a)-(b) for
the full 24-hour monitoring period.
Figure 9: Stabilization diagram of the damping and frequeny of the wind turbine tower vibration, (irle) pole
stabilized in damping and frequeny, (ross) pole stabilized in frequeny, (dot) unstable pole.
The mean fundamental natural frequeny of the side-side motion and fore-aft motion are, 0.227Hz
and 0.226Hz respetively. The fundamental natural frequeny assoiated with the fore-aft motion is
onsistently lower than the fundamental natural frequeny obtained from the side-side motion. The
mean damping of the fundamental side-side mode is 0.0121. The mean damping of the fundamental
fore-aft mode is 42% lower relative to the side-side mode, with a value of 0.0070.
For an oshore wind turbine in non-operating onditions it would be expeted that the damping
of the side-side mode is higher than for the fore-aft mode, beause the blades are pithed out. This
auses a larger blade surfae to interat with the surrounding wind ow in the side-side diretion and
therefore the aerodynami damping is more dominant. The aerodynami drag fore is ontrolled by
the pith angle. The dierene between the damping of the fore-aft and side-side mode is therefore
dependent on the wind velotiy and the pith angle. The opposite tendeny is expeted for an
oshore wind turbine in operation, namely that the damping of the side-side mode is lower than
for the fore-aft mode due to aerodynami damping. During operation the position of the naelle is
ontrolled suh that it is aligned with the main wind diretion, whih results in more aerodynami
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damping in the fore-aft diretion than in the side-side diretion. The ontribution to damping from
the interation of the water and monopile foundation is not expeted to be a governing fator for
the observed dierene in damping. The variation of hydrodynami damping is mostly expeted to
depend on the wave height and period. The main wave diretion may vary and as a result ause slight
variations of the added damping to the fore-aft and side-side mode. The dierenes are not expeted
to be signiant sine the hydrodynami drag fore, whih dominates the damping mehanism, does
not hange with wave diretion for an axis-symmetri monopile foundation.
The estimates of the frequeny and damping show variations during the monitoring period.
The observed variations of the natural frequeny an be attributed to the variation in the level
of vibration amplitude. A relation has been found between the root-mean-square (RMS) of the
resulting aeleration time history and the natural frequeny. Figure 10() shows how the natural
frequeny dereases slightly when the RMS value inreases. This derease is assumed to be aused
by two fators: The additional hydrodynami mass indued by an inrease in water level and the
variation of stiness with respet the level of vibration amplitude.
The variation observed in damping does not appear to be related to the vibration amplitude
or hanges in the exitation level. It is suggested that the variation in damping is related to the
variation in wind speed and one or a ombination of the following fators related to the estimation
and measurements: The signal noise, the reord length, and the bias and mean square error of
the estimation tehnique. Further investigation should be onduted, to isolate the eets of these
fators, and thereby understand the variability of the damping estimates.
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Figure 10: COV-SSI identiation of (a) damping and (b) natural frequeny of the fundamental fore-aft mode (blak)
and side-side mode (grey) during a 24-hour monitoring period of the wind turbine tower in standstill, and for ()
variations of the root-mean-square of the aeleration reords.
Conlusions
The following onlusions may be drawn from the automated identiation of damping from the
present study:
• The proposed automated proedure eliminates the need for a user interferene for the seletion
of model order and size of the blok-Hankel and blok-Toeplitz matries.
• The bias error on the damping estimates by ERA and COV-SSI is negative for broad band
inputs, and of larger and positive magnitude for narrow banded inputs.
• The COV-SSI is found to be more eetive in damping estimation, highlighting a lower mean
squared error in omparison to the error from the ERA and the EFDD.
• High signal to noise ratios disturbs the COV-SSI identiation leading to higher variane errors
on the damping estimates.
• Inrease in the vibration reord length redues the variane error on the damping estimate,
obtained by the COV-SSI.
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• The fundamental fore-aft and side-side mode of an oshore wind turbine in non-operating on-
ditions have losely spaed natural frequenies, whih results in disrepanies in the estimate
of damping, and onsequently introdues beating for the EFDD tehnique.
The estimated damping of the fundamental fore-aft tower mode is found to be onsiderably lower
than the damping of the fundamental side-side mode, during non-operating onditions of an oshore
wind turbine. Additionally, it is lower than estimates found from numerial simulations for the wind
turbine under idential onditions. This emphasizes the importane of reliable estimates of damping
for development of aerodynami models and subsequently reliable predition of the lifetime of wind
turbine strutures.
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